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Learn how to develop an ace game for your iOS device, using Sprite Kit About This Book Learn about the Sprite Kit
engine and create games on the iOS platform from the ground up Acquaint your Sprite Kit knowledge with Swift
programming and turn your 2D game conceptualization into reality in no time An abridged and focused guide to develop
an exhaustive mobile game Who This Book Is For This book is for beginners who want to start their game development
odyssey in the iOS platform. If you are an intermediate or proficient game developer hailing from a different development
platform, this book will be a perfect gateway to the Sprite Kit engine. The reader does not need to have any knowledge of
Sprite Kit and building games on the iOS platform. What You Will Learn Learn about the Sprite Kit game engine and
create indie games in no time Set sail on the quest of game development career by successfully creating a runner game
Know more about the IDE provided by Apple for game development – Xcode Get an overview of Apple's latest
programming language, Swift Discover the functionalities of scenes and nodes in a game Explore how physics bodies
work and how to add this feature into your game Grasp knowledge of particle effect and shaders Add a scoring system
into your game to visualize high scores In Detail Game development has always been an exciting subject for game
enthusiasts and players and iOS game development takes a big piece of this cake in terms of perpetuating growth and
creativity. With the newest version of iOS and Sprite Kit, comes a series of breathtaking features such as Metal rendering
support, camera nodes, and a new and improved Scene Editor. Conceptualizing a game is a dream for both young and
old. Sprite Kit is an exciting framework supported by Apple within the iOS development environment. With Sprite Kit,
creating stunning games has become an easy avenue. Starting with the basics of game development and swift language,
this book will guide you to create your own fully functional game. Dive in and learn how to build and deploy a game on
your iOS platform using Sprite Kit game engine. Go on a detailed journey of game development on the iOS platform
using the Sprite Kit game engine. Learn about various features implemented in iOS 8 that further increase the essence of
game development using Sprite Kit. Build an endless runner game and implement features like physics bodies, character
animations, scoring and other essential elements in a game. You will successfully conceive a 2D game along with
discovering the path to reach the pinnacle of iOS game development. By the end of the book, you will not only have
created an endless runner game but also have in-depth knowledge of creating larger games on the iOS platform. Style
and approach An easy-to-follow, comprehensive guide that makes your learning experience more intriguing by gradually
developing a Sprite Kit game. This book discusses each topic in detail making sure you attain a clear vision of the
subject.
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This book follows an informal, demystifying approach to the world of game development with the Unity game engine.
With no prior knowledge of game development or 3D required, you will learn from scratch, taking each concept at a time
working up to a full 3D mini-game. You'll learn scripting with C# or JavaScript and master the Unity development
environment with easy-to-follow stepwise tasks. If you're a designer or animator who wishes to take their first steps into
game development or prototyping, or if you've simply spent many hours sitting in front of video games, with ideas
bubbling away in the back of your mind, Unity and this book should be your starting point. No prior knowledge of game
production is required, inviting you to simply bring with you a passion for making great games.
In introducing new students to video game development, there are two crucial components to consider: design and
implementation. Unity 3D and PlayMaker Essentials: Game Development from Concept to Publishing provides theoretical
background on topics such as characters, stories, level design, interface design, audio, game mechanics, and tools and
skills needed. Each chapter focuses on a specific topic, with topics building upon each other so that by the end of the
book you will have looked into all the subjects relevant to creating your own game. The book transitions from discussion
to demonstrations of how to implement techniques and concepts into practice by using Unity3D and PlayMaker.
Download boxes are included throughout the book where you can get the version of the game project under discussion
or other content to add to the project, as well as any supplementary video tutorials that have been developed. Addressing
both theoretical and practical aspects, Unity 3D and PlayMaker Essentials enables you to understand how to create a
game by having you make a game. By gradually completing your own design document through the course of the book,
you will become familiar with core design principles while learning the practical skills needed to bring your unique game
to life.
GAME DEVELOPMENT ESSENTIALS: AN INTRODUCTION, International Edition is an authoritative, industry-driven
introduction to the world of game development, with updates that keep readers current and well-prepared for a successful
career in the field. This book not only examines content creation and the concepts behind development, but it also give
readers a background on the evolution of game development and how it has become what it is today. GAME
DEVELOPMENT ESSENTIALS also includes chapters on project management, development team roles and
responsibilities, development cycle, marketing, maintenance, and the future of game development.With the same
engaging writing style and examples that made the first two editions so popular, this new edition features all the latest
games and game technology. Coverage of new game-related technology, development techniques, and the latest
research in the field make this an invaluable resource for anyone entering the exciting, competitive, ever-changing world
of game development.
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Build immersive game experiences using the new Unity 2020 features with this practical guide Key Features Unleash the
capabilities of C# scripting for creating immersive UI, graphics, Game AI agents and much more Explore Unity's latest
tools, including Universal Render Pipeline, Shader Graph, and VFX graph, to enhance graphics and animation Get
started with building augmented reality experience using Unity’s AR Foundation Book Description Over the years, the
Unity game engine has extended its scope from just being about creating video games to building AR/VR experiences,
complex simulations, real-time realistic rendering, films, and serious games for training and education. Its features for
implementing gameplay, graphics, and customization using C# programming make Unity a comprehensive platform for
developing professional-level, rich experiences. With this book, you'll be able to build impressive Unity projects in a stepby-step manner and apply your knowledge of Unity concepts to create a real-world game. Complete with hands-on
tutorials and projects, this easy-to-follow guide will show you how to develop your first complete game using a variety of
Unity tools. As you make progress, you'll learn how to make the most of the Unity Editor and create scripts using the C#
programming language. This Unity game development book will then take you through integrating graphics, sound, and
animations and manipulating physics to create impressive mechanics for your games. You'll also learn how to code a
simple AI agent to challenge the user and use profiling tools to ensure that the code runs in a performant way. Finally,
you'll get to grips with Unity's AR Foundation for creating AR experiences for 3D apps and games. By the end of this
book, you'll have developed a complete game and will have built a solid foundation using Unity's tooling ecosystem to
develop game projects of any scale. What you will learn Write scripts for customizing various aspects of a game, such as
physics, gameplay, and UI Program rich shaders and effects using Unity's new Shader Graph and Universal Render
Pipeline Implement postprocessing to increase graphics quality with full-screen effects Create rich particle systems for
your Unity games from scratch using VFX Graph and Shuriken Add animations to your game using the Animator,
Cinemachine, and Timeline Implement game artificial intelligence (AI) to control character behavior Detect and fix
optimization issues using profilers and batching Who this book is for This book is for game developers looking to migrate
to the Unity game engine. If you are a developer with some exposure to Unity, this book will help you explore its latest
features. Prior experience with C# programming is required to get the most out of the book.
Life is indeed a game that we all play to pass time; simply a series of days strung together, made up of how you planned
or decided to spend the moments. Like any game how well it is played or whether life's circumstances are interpreted
accurately, then used to the best advantage, makes losers and winners to varying degrees. Senseless insanity is alive
and well within the world. The world is awash with unruly forces, that if not intent upon harming you do desire to become
a destabilising force, either temporarily or over the long term. We are all participants in a charade, how life evolves and
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turns out all depend on how well the game is played. It is not wise or ideal to treat life like a game of chance, a random
roll of the dice that can determine unpredictable outcomes. The cost of success is the careful application of well thought
out concepts and ideas. Like any game preparation is critical; understanding the rules, knowing how to manipulate the
dynamics at play efficiently to ones own advantage, understanding the intricacies of the rules and how to capitalise upon
or create opportunities, pursuing whatever circumstances are present to maximise whatever potential exists to the best
advantage. The potential opportunities in life are only limited by the inability to firstly comprehend them and secondly to
fully utilise personal abilities to maximise the potential that is available. Don't wait for special times to evolve, rather
create them in accordance with your true desires to experience what you wish to make real. Much like any game, the
game of life has things that can be obtained, or things that can be lost. How the game is played, the value of the stakes,
the opposing factions all come to dictate an outcome, be that favourable or lacking any resemblance of being lucky. A life
lived based upon any reliance on luck or fate being favourable is tempting only to the over optimistic, or those extremely
lucky ones or who were fortunate in the past and believe that good fortune will continue in the future. While it takes
resources to control the world, the control of your own specific world environment is really within your potential to
achieve. How you choose to control your world, as well as to what extent your desires are put into action, determine
whether your life will meet your wishes or not. The amount of thought and energy you exhort, the persistence of that
effort, all comes to determine whether and to what degree what you want is what you actually get. In life you may win or
loose at times, it's basically just like playing a game; the right mentality is chancing the wheel of life by trusting and
ensuring you will win just the same.
Covering the complex topic of game interface design, GAME DEVELOPMENT ESSENTIALS: GAME INTERFACE
DESIGN, is back with an all new Second Edition. This comprehensive introductory text immerses readers in the
foundation, theory, and practice of interface creation, while including interviews with working professionals, examples
from every gaming era and many genres, and hundreds of screenshots from contemporary games. Also featured are an
expanded practice section with a wide variety of real world design examples, coverage of interface design for mobile and
motion-sensing devices, multiplayer games, and much more. Readers will explore everything from the history of game
interface design and basic design theories to practical strategies for creating winning, interactive interfaces and user
experiences. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
If you want to create your own game, but don't know where to start, this is the book for you. Whether you've used
GameSalad before, or have prior game development experience or not you are sure to learn! Imaging software
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experience, such as Photoshop, is good to have, but art and assets are provided in the book's resources.
Game Development Essentials is the only four-color text in the market that offers a comprehensive introduction on game
project management in an informal and accessible style, while concentrating on both theory and practice. Game
Development Essentials is the only four-color text in the market that offers a comprehensive introduction on game project
management in an informal and accessible style, while concentrating on both theory and practice.
Beginning Python Games Development, Second Edition teaches you how to create compelling games using Python and
the PyGame games development library. It will teach you how to create visuals, do event handling, create 3D games,
add media elements, and integrate OpenGL into your Python game. In this update to the first ever book to cover the
popular open source PyGame games development library, you'll stand to gain valuable technical insights and follow
along with the creation of a real-world, freely downloadable video game. Written by industry veterans and Python experts
Will McGugan and Harrison Kinsley, this is a comprehensive, practical introduction to games development in Python. You
can also capitalize upon numerous tips and tricks the authors have accumulated over their careers creating games for
some of the world's largest game developers.
Game Development EssentialsGame Project ManagementDelmar Pub
Foundation Game Design with HTML5 and JavaScript teaches you everything you need to know about how to make
video games. If you’ve never done any programming before and don’t know where to start, this book will show you how
to make games from start to finish. You’ll learn all the latest programming technologies (HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript) to
create your games. All written in a fun and friendly style with open-ended projects that encourage you to build your own
original games. Foundation Game Design with HTML5 and JavaScript starts by showing you how you can use basic
programing to create logic games, adventure games, and create interactive game graphics. Design a game character,
learn to control it with the keyboard, mouse, or touch screen interface, and then learn how to use collision detection to
build an interactive game world. You’ll learn to make maze games, platform jumping games, and fast paced action
games that cover all the popular genres of 2D gaming. Create intelligent enemies, use realistic physics, sound effects
and music, and learn how to animate game characters. Whether you're creating games for the web or mobile devices,
everything you need to get started on a career as a game designer is right here. Focused and friendly introduction to
making games with HTML5. Essential programming and graphic design techniques for building games, with each chapter
gently building on the skills of preceding chapters. Detailed case studies demonstrating techniques that can be used for
making games in a wide variety of genres.
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, Sams Teach Yourself Unity Game Development in 24 Hours will help you master
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the Unity 5 game engine at the heart of Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft, Kerbal Space Program, and many other
sizzling-hot games! This book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach teaches you everything from the absolute basics
through sophisticated game physics, animation, and mobile device deployment techniques. Every lesson builds on what
you’ve already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world success. Step-by-step instructions carefully walk
you through the most common Unity game development tasks. Practical, hands-on examples show you how to apply
what you learn. Quizzes and exercises help you test your knowledge and stretch your skills. Notes and tips point out
shortcuts and solutions.
Deliver Better Games Faster, On Budget—And Make Game Development Fun Again! Game development is in
crisis—facing bloated budgets, impossible schedules, unmanageable complexity, and death march overtime. It’s no
wonder so many development studios are struggling to survive. Fortunately, there is a solution. Scrum and Agile methods
are already revolutionizing development outside the game industry. Now, long-time game developer Clinton Keith shows
exactly how to successfully apply these methods to the unique challenges of game development. Keith has spent more
than fifteen years developing games, seven of them with Scrum and agile methods. Drawing on this unparalleled
expertise, he shows how teams can use Scrum to deliver games more efficiently, rapidly, and cost-effectively; craft
games that offer more entertainment value; and make life more fulfilling for development teams at the same time. You’ll
learn to form successful agile teams that incorporate programmers, producers, artists, testers, and designers—and
promote effective collaboration within and beyond those teams, throughout the entire process. From long-range planning
to progress tracking and continuous integration, Keith offers dozens of tips, tricks, and solutions—all based firmly in reality
and hard-won experience. Coverage includes Understanding Scrum’s goals, roles, and practices in the context of game
development Communicating and planning your game’s vision, features, and progress Using iterative techniques to put
your game into a playable state every two to four weeks— even daily Helping all team participants succeed in their roles
Restoring stability and predictability to the development process Managing ambiguous requirements in a fluid
marketplace Scaling Scrum to large, geographically distributed development teams Getting started: overcoming inertia
and integrating Scrum into your studio’s current processes Increasingly, game developers and managers are
recognizing that things can’t go on the way they have in the past. Game development organizations need a far better
way to work. Agile Game Development with Scrum gives them that—and brings the profitability, creativity, and fun back to
game development.
Create responsive and intelligent game AI using Blueprints in Unreal Engine 4 About This Book Understand and apply
your Game AI better through various projects such as adding randomness and probability, and introducing movement
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Configure and debug Game AI logic using multiple methodologies Bridge the gap between your knowledge and Game AI
in Unreal Engine 4 Who This Book Is For This book is for programmers and artists who want to expand their knowledge
of Game AI in relation to Unreal Engine 4. You are recommended to have some experience of exploring Unreal Engine 4
prior to this book because we jump straight into Game AI. What You Will Learn Understand the fundamental components
of Game AI within Unreal Engine 4 Skillfully introduce Game AI within Unreal Engine 4 Configure, customize, and assign
Navigation and AI components to your pawn Create, debug, and analyze Game AI behavior Design responsive Game AI
using the Behavior Tree methodology Create smart objects designed to interact with AI Utilize advanced AI features
within your project to maximize the user experience In Detail Unreal Engine is a powerful game development engine that
provides rich functionalities to create 2D and 3D games. Developers have the opportunity to build cross-platform mobile
and desktop games from scratch. This book will show you how to apply artificial intelligence (AI) techniques to your
Unreal project using blueprints as your scripting language. You will start with an introduction to AI, and learn how it is
applied to gaming. Then you'll jump right in and create a simple AI bot and apply basic behaviors to allow it to move
randomly. As you progress, you'll find out how to implement randomness and probability traits. Using NavMesh, you will
impart navigation components such as character movement, MoveTo nodes, settings, and world objects, and implement
Behavior Trees. At the end of the book, you will troubleshoot any issues that might crop up while building the game. Style
and approach This easy-to-follow project-based guide throws you directly into the excitement of Game AI in an
approachable and comprehensive manner.
Create a real 2D game from start to finish with ImpactJS, the JavaScript game framework that works with the HTML5's
Canvas element. Making video games is hard work that requires technical skills, a lot of planning, and—most critically—a
commitment to completing the project. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how to use Impact with other technologies
step-by-step. You’ll pick up important tips about game design, and discover how to publish Impact games to the Web,
desktop, and mobile—including a method to package your game as a native iOS app. Packed with screen shots and
sample code, this book is ideal for game developers of all levels. Set up your development environment and discover
Impact’s advantages Build a complete game with core logic, collision detection, and player and monster behavior Learn
why a game design document is critical before you start building Display and animate game artwork with sprite sheets
Add sound effects, background music, and text Create screens to display stats and in-game status Prepare to publish by
baking your game files into a single file
Master the basics of Unreal Engine 4 to build stunning video games About This Book Get to grips with the user interface of Unreal Engine 4
and find out more about its various robust features Create dream video games with the help of the different tools Unreal Engine 4 offers
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Create video-games and fully utilize the power of Unreal Engine 4 to bring games to life through this step-by-step guide Who This Book Is For
If you have a basic understanding of working on a 3D environment and you are interested in video game development, then this book is for
you. A solid knowledge of C++ will come in handy. What You Will Learn Download both the binary and source version of Unreal Engine 4 and
get familiar with the UI Get to know more about the Material Editor and how it works Add a post process to the scene and alter it to get a
unique look for your scene Acquaint yourself with the unique and exclusive feature of Unreal Engine 4—Blueprints Find out more about Static
and Dynamic lighting and the difference between various lights Use Matinee to create cut scenes Create a health bar for the player with the
use of Unreal Motion Graphics (UMG) Get familiar with Cascade Particle Editor In Detail Unreal Engine 4 is a complete suite of game
development tools that gives you power to develop your game and seamlessly deploy it to iOS and Android devices. It can be used for the
development of simple 2D games or even stunning high-end visuals. Unreal Engine features a high degree of portability and is a tool used by
many game developers today. This book will introduce you to the most popular game development tool called Unreal Engine 4 with hands-on
instructions for building stunning video games. You will begin by creating a new project or prototype by learning the essentials of Unreal
Engine by getting familiar with the UI and Content Browser. Next, we'll import a sample asset from Autodesk 3ds max and learn more about
Material Editor. After that we will learn more about Post Process. From there we will continue to learn more about Blueprints, Lights, UMG,
C++ and more. Style and approach This step-by-step guide will help you gain practical knowledge about Unreal Engine through detailed
descriptions of all the tools offered by Unreal Engine.
Beginning 3D Game Development with Unity is perfect for those who would like to come to grips with programming Unity. You may be an
artist who has learned 3D tools such as 3ds Max, Maya, or Cinema 4D, or you may come from 2D tools such as Photoshop and Illustrator.
On the other hand, you may just want to familiarize yourself with programming games and the latest ideas in game production. This book
introduces key game production concepts in an artist-friendly way, and rapidly teaches the basic scripting skills you'll need with Unity. It goes
on to show how you, as an independent game artist, can create casual interactive adventure games in the style of Telltale's Tales of Monkey
Island, while also giving you a firm foundation in game logic and design. The first part of the book explains the logic involved in game
interaction, and soon has you creating game assets through simple examples that you can build upon and gradually expand. In the second
part, you'll build the foundations of a point-and-click style first-person adventure game—including reusable state management scripts,
load/save functionality, a robust inventory system, and a bonus feature: a dynamically configured maze and mini-map. With the help of the
provided 2D and 3D content, you'll learn to evaluate and deal with challenges in bite-sized pieces as the project progresses, gaining valuable
problem-solving skills in interactive design. By the end of the book, you will be able to actively use the Unity 3D game engine, having learned
the necessary workflows to utilize your own assets. You will also have an assortment of reusable scripts and art assets with which to build
future games.
This book is aimed at developers who know the basics of game development with Unity and want to learn how to add AI to their games. You
do not need any previous AI knowledge; this book will explain all the essential AI concepts and show you how to add and use them in your
games.
If you are a Java developer who wants to learn LibGDX and create great games, then this book is for you. To take full advantage of this book,
you are expected to be familiar with Java or any other object-oriented language. Experience of using Eclipse will be very useful.
Create games on multiple platforms from a single codebase using Haxe and the HaxeFlixel engine About This Book Learn the modern, crossPage 8/15
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platform language Haxe to build games without any trouble Create engaging 2D games that are compatible with desktop, web, and mobile
platforms Learn how to speed up your workflow with OpenFL and HaxeFlixel using this useful and compact guide Who This Book Is For This
book is for game developers with some experience programming games on one or more platforms already. If you want to leverage your game
development experience on one platform to develop for multiple platforms and to get up and running quickly, this book is for you. Having prior
experience with a language similar to Haxe, such as ActionScript or JavaScript will help, but isn't required. What You Will Learn Understand
the fundamentals of the Haxe programming language Set up a development environment that will work on Windows, Mac, and Linux Create
fun 2D games using OpenFL and HaxeFlixel Understand how to implement a user interface Enhance the gameplay experience with cool
animations Improve immersion by adding sound Make your game modular and easily expandable using configuration files Compile games
that will work on desktop, web, and mobile platforms In Detail Haxe is a powerful and high-level multi-platform language that's incredibly easy
to learn. Used by thousands of developers and many high-profile companies, Haxe is quickly emerging as a forerunner in the area of crossplatform programming. OpenFL builds on top of Haxe to make developing for multiple platforms quick and painless. HaxeFlixel provides you
with the tools you need to build amazing 2D games easier than ever before. Cross-platform development has been supercharged using the
Haxe programming language, making it increasingly easy and hassle-free to develop multi-platform games. If you've programmed games
before and want to learn out how to deliver games across multiple platforms, or develop games faster, then Haxe Game Development
Essentials is the book for you. It starts by showing you how to set up your development environment, then running you through some Haxe
language fundamentals, and finally taking you through the process of programming a game from start to finish. You will learn how to create a
side scrolling shooter game using HaxeFlixel. Next you will learn to enhance the game with new gameplay features, user interfaces,
animations, sound, and configuration files to make your game expandable. Once your game is built and ready, you will learn how to deploy it
to web, Android, iOS, and desktop systems. By the end of this book, you will be confident about creating multi-platform games using Haxe,
OpenFL, and HaxeFlixel in a faster and easier way. Style and approach Since this book is aimed at people who have worked on games
before, this book is written in a way that will get you quickly up to speed with a new set of tools, but will still be accessible for less experienced
developers. Each chapter covers an essential milestone in building a game from start to finish. The chapters move in a logical fashion,
starting with the basics of Haxe development and ending with preparing a game for deployment.
SFML Game Development is a fast-paced, step-by-step guide, providing you with all the knowledge and tools you need to create your first
game using SFML 2.0.SFML Game Development addresses ambitious C++ programmers who want to develop their own game. If you have
plenty of ideas for an awesome and unique game, but don't know how to start implementing them, then this book is for you. The book
assumes no knowledge about SFML or game development, but a solid understanding of C++ is required.
A practical tutorial that's easy to follow with lots of tips, examples and diagrams, including a full game project that grows with each chapter,
This book targets Professional and Indie game developers who want to develop games quickly and easily to run across a huge range of
smartphones and tablets. You are expected to have some experience writing games using C++ on other platforms. Its aim is to show how to
take your existing skills and apply them to writing games for mobile devices (including iOS and Android) by explaining the use of the
Marmalade SDK, Familiarity with games and 3D graphics programming would be helpful. No knowledge of specific mobile SDKs such as iOS
or Android is required.
?Designed for beginners with no knowledge or experience in game development or programming, this book teaches the essentials of the
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Unity game engine,the C# programming language, and the art of object-oriented programming. New concepts are not only explained, but
thoroughly demonstrated. Starting with an introduction to Unity, you'll learn about scenes, GameObjects, prefabs, components, and how to
use the various windows to interact with the engine. You'll then dive into the fundamentals of programming by reviewing syntax rules,
formatting, methods, variables, objects and types, classes, and inheritance, all while getting your hands dirty writing and testing code
yourself. Later, the book explains how to expose script data in the Inspector and the basics of Unity’s serialization system. This carefully
crafted work guides you through the planning and development of bare bones, simple game projects designed to exercise programming
concepts while keeping less relevant interruptions out of the way, allowing you to focus on the implementation of game mechanics first and
foremost. Through these example projects, the book teaches input handling, rigidbodies, colliders, cameras, prefab instantiation, scene
loading, user interface design and coding, and more. By the end, you'll have built a solid foundation in programming that will pave your way
forward in understanding core C# syntax and fundamentals of object-oriented programming—not just what to type but why it's typed and what
it’s really doing. Game Programming with Unity and C# will send you on your way to becoming comfortable with the Unity game engine and
its documentation and how to independently seek further information on yet-untouched concepts and challenges. What You'll Learn
Understand the fundamentals of object-oriented computer programming, including topics specifically relevant for games. Leverage beginnerto-intermediate-level skills of the C# programming language and its syntax. Review all major component types of the Unity game engine:
colliders and rigidbodies, lights, cameras, scripts, etc. Use essential knowledge of the Unity game engine and its features to balance
gameplay mechanics for making interesting experiences. Who This Book Is For Beginners who have no prior experience in programming or
game development who would like to learn with a solid foundation that prepares them to further develop their skills.

Written by veterans who are currently working in the game industry, Fundamentals of Game Development is unique
because it provides the practical aspects of the processes involved in developing and completing game projects. Using
examples and exercises, this book provides a hands-on approach that walks the reader through the entire process of
developing a game from concept to completion. Ideal for introductory game development and game production courses
the book covers history, game genre, design, story-telling, character creation, pre-production, code release, career
descriptions, and more.
Find out how to use the Unity Game Engine to its fullest for both 3D and 2D game development—from the basics to the
hottest new tricks in virtual reality. With this unique cookbook, you’ll get started in two ways: First, you’ll learn about the
Unity game engine by following very brief exercises that teach specific features of the software Second, this tutorialoriented guide provides a collection of snippets that solve common gameplay problems, like determining if a player has
completed a lap in a race Using our cookbook format, we pinpoint the problem, set out the solution, and discuss how to
solve your problem in the best and most straightforward way possible so you can move onto the next step in the project.
Unity Game Development Cookbook is ideal for beginning to intermediate Unity developers. Beginners will get a broad
immersion into the Unity development environment, while intermediate developers will learn how to apply the
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foundational Unity skills they have to solve real game development problems.
Game designers today are expected to have an arsenal of multi-disciplinary skills at their disposal in the fields of art and
design, computer programming, psychology, economics, composition, education, mythology—and the list goes on. How
do you distill a vast universe down to a few salient points? Players Making Decisions brings together the wide range of
topics that are most often taught in modern game design courses and focuses on the core concepts that will be useful for
students for years to come. A common theme to many of these concepts is the art and craft of creating games in which
players are engaged by making meaningful decisions. It is the decision to move right or left, to pass versus shoot, or to
develop one’s own strategy that makes the game enjoyable to the player. As a game designer, you are never entirely
certain of who your audience will be, but you can enter their world and offer a state of focus and concentration on a task
that is intrinsically rewarding. This detailed and easy-to-follow guide to game design is for both digital and analog game
designers alike and some of its features include: A clear introduction to the discipline of game design, how game
development teams work, and the game development process Full details on prototyping and playtesting, from paper
prototypes to intellectual property protection issues A detailed discussion of cognitive biases and human decision making
as it pertains to games Thorough coverage of key game elements, with practical discussions of game mechanics,
dynamics, and aesthetics Practical coverage of using simulation tools to decode the magic of game balance A full section
on the game design business, and how to create a sustainable lifestyle within it
Utilize proven solutions to solve common problems in game development About This Book Untangle your game
development workflow, make cleaner code, and create structurally solid games Implement key programming patterns
that will enable you to make efficient AI and remove duplication Optimize your game using memory management
techniques Who This Book Is For If you are a game developer who wants to solve commonly-encountered issues or have
some way to communicate to other developers in a standardized format, then this book is for you. Knowledge of basic
game programming principles and C++ programming is assumed. What You Will Learn Learn what design patterns are
and why you would want to use them Reduce the maintenance burden with well-tested, cleaner code Employ the
singleton pattern effectively to reduce your compiler workload Use the factory pattern to help you create different objects
with the same creation logic and reduce coding time Improve game performance with Object Pools Allow game play to
interact with physics or graphics in an abstract way Refractor your code to remove common code smells In Detail You've
learned how to program, and you've probably created some simple games at some point, but now you want to build
larger projects and find out how to resolve your problems. So instead of a coder, you might now want to think like a game
developer or software engineer. To organize your code well, you need certain tools to do so, and that's what this book is
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all about. You will learn techniques to code quickly and correctly, while ensuring your code is modular and easily
understandable. To begin, we will start with the core game programming patterns, but not the usual way. We will take the
use case strategy with this book. We will take an AAA standard game and show you the hurdles at multiple stages of
development. Similarly, various use cases are used to showcase other patterns such as the adapter pattern, prototype
pattern, flyweight pattern, and observer pattern. Lastly, we'll go over some tips and tricks on how to refactor your code to
remove common code smells and make it easier for others to work with you. By the end of the book you will be proficient
in using the most popular and frequently used patterns with the best practices. Style and approach This book takes a
step-by-step real-life case studies approach. Every pattern is first explained using a bottleneck. We will show you a
problem in your everyday workflow, and then introduce you to the pattern, and show you how the pattern will resolve the
situation.
Start with the fundamentals of UE4 and progressively build your knowledge and skills through several easy-to-follow
projects. Take a hands-on approach to equip yourself with the tools needed to develop your own high-quality, immersive
games.
Summary Manning's bestselling and highly recommended Unity book has been fully revised! Unity in Action, Second
Edition teaches you to write and deploy games with the Unity game development platform. You'll master the Unity toolset
from the ground up, adding the skills you need to go from application coder to game developer. Foreword by Jesse
Schell, author of The Art of Game Design Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Build your next game without sweating the low-level details.
The Unity game development platform handles the heavy lifting, so you can focus on game play, graphics, and user
experience. With support for C# programming, a huge ecosystem of production-quality prebuilt assets, and a strong dev
community, Unity can get your next great game idea off the drawing board and onto the screen! About the Book Unity in
Action, Second Edition teaches you to write and deploy games with Unity. As you explore the many interesting examples,
you'll get hands-on practice with Unity's intuitive workflow tools and state-of-the-art rendering engine. This practical guide
exposes every aspect of the game dev process, from the initial groundwork to creating custom AI scripts and building
easy-to-read UIs. And because you asked for it, this totally revised Second Edition includes a new chapter on building 2D
platformers with Unity's expanded 2D toolkit. What's Inside Revised for new best practices, updates, and more! 2D and
3D games Characters that run, jump, and bump into things Connect your games to the internet About the Reader You
need to know C# or a similar language. No game development knowledge is assumed. About the Author Joe Hocking is
a software engineer and Unity expert specializing in interactive media development. Table of Contents PART 1 - First
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steps Getting to know Unity Building a demo that puts you in 3D space Adding enemies and projectiles to the 3D game
Developing graphics for your game PART 2 - Getting comfortable Building a Memory game using Unity's 2D functionality
Creating a basic 2D Platformer Putting a GUI onto a game Creating a third-person 3D game: player movement and
animation Adding interactive devices and items within the game PART 3 - Strong finish Connecting your game to the
internet Playing audio: sound effects and music Putting the parts together into a complete game Deploying your game to
players' devices
Written in a non-technical manner, Game Development Essentials: Game Industry Career Guide is a valuable asset for
anyone looking for a job, not only in the game industry but also in any field requiring technical expertise and creative
talent. Not only does it discuss what skills game companies need, it also gives extensive advice and insights on writing a
solid r?sum?, building a portfolio that will attract game companies, and preparing for telephone and personal interviews.
Build fully functional, professional 3D games with realistic environments, sound, dynamic effects, and more!
A project based guides to learn animation, advanced shaders, environments, particle rendering, and networked games with Godot
3.0 Key Features Learn the art of developing cross-platform games Leverage Godot’s node and scene system to design robust,
reusable game objects Integrate Blender easily and efficiently with Godot to create powerful 3D games Book Description Godot
Engine Game Development Projects is an introduction to the Godot game engine and its new 3.0 version. Godot 3.0 brings a large
number of new features and capabilities that make it a strong alternative to expensive commercial game engines. For beginners,
Godot offers a friendly way to learn game development techniques, while for experienced developers it is a powerful, customizable
tool that can bring your visions to life. This book consists of five projects that will help developers achieve a sound understanding
of the engine when it comes to building games. Game development is complex and involves a wide spectrum of knowledge and
skills. This book can help you build on your foundation level skills by showing you how to create a number of small-scale game
projects. Along the way, you will learn how Godot works and discover important game development techniques that you can apply
to your projects. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach and practical examples, the book will take you from the absolute
basics through to sophisticated game physics, animations, and other techniques. Upon completing the final project, you will have a
strong foundation for future success with Godot 3.0. What you will learn Get started with the Godot game engine and editor
Organize a game project Import graphical and audio assets Use Godot’s node and scene system to design robust, reusable game
objects Write code in GDScript to capture input and build complex behaviors Implement user interfaces to display information
Create visual effects to spice up your game Learn techniques that you can apply to your own game projects Who this book is for
Godot Engine Game Development Projects is for both new users and experienced developers, who want to learn to make games
using a modern game engine. Some prior programming experience in C and C++ is recommended.
Do you want to build mobile games, but lack game development experience? No problem. This practical guide shows you how to
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create beautiful, interactive content for iOS and Android devices with the Unity game engine. Authors Jon Manning and Paris
Buttfield-Addison (iOS Swift Game Development Cookbook) provide a top-to-bottom overview of Unity’s features with specific,
project-oriented guidance on how to use them in real game situations. Over the course of this book, you’ll learn hands-on how to
build 2D and 3D games from scratch that will hook and delight players. If you have basic programming skills, you’re ready to get
started. Explore the basics of Unity, and learn how to structure games, graphics, scripting, sounds, physics, and particle systems
Use 2D graphics and physics features to build a side-scrolling action game Create a 3D space combat simulator with projectile
shooting and respawning objects, and learn how to manage the appearance of 3D models Dive into Unity’s advanced features,
such as precomputed lighting, shading, customizing the editor, and deployment
An easy-to-follow primer on the fundamentals of digital game design The quickly evolving mobile market is spurring digital game
creation into the stratosphere, with revenue from games exceeding that of the film industry. With this guide to the basics, you'll get
in on the game of digital game design while you learn the skills required for storyboarding, character creation, environment
creation, level design, programming, and testing. Teaches basic skill sets in the context of current systems, genres, and gameplay styles Demonstrates how to design for different sectors within gaming including console, PC, handheld, and mobile Explores
low-poly modeling for game play Addresses character and prop animation, lighting and rendering, and environment design
Discusses the path from concept to product, including pre- and post-production Includes real-world scenarios and interviews with
key studio and industry professionals With Game Design Essentials, you'll benefit from a general-but-thorough overview of the
core art and technology fundamentals of digital game design for the 21st century.
A step-by-step guide.This book is for all game developers, designers, and hobbyists who want to create assets for mobile games
A handbook for game development with coverage of both team management topics, such as task tracking and creating the
technical design document, and outsourcing strategies for contents, such as motion capture and voice-over talent. It covers
various aspects of game development.
Learn the things you need for a complete game, such as translations and tutorials, and improve the things you've already written to
raise their standard to a professional level. This is a practical guide covering every discipline: art, music, writing, and code. In the
case of the latter, code examples are included to demonstrate how to implement functionality to make the game shine. Polished
Game Development acts as a comprehensive checklist of everything your game should, and should not, do, in order to be as good
as it possibly can. It is more than just a book on theoretical game design principles. Explains the difference between a pet project,
and a professional one. Covers how to test for the problems and bugs you don't know you'll have. Details simple, but effective,
visual improvements that can be done with very little effort. Regardless of platform (web, mobile, or console), or language (C++,
C#, JavaScript) there is a wealth of common (and specific) tips within these pages that will enable you to make the most
professional games you can. What You Will Learn Learn what essential elements are often missed Stay on-brand, visually and
verbally Use audio to enhance your game Improve game balance Test effectively Who This Book Is For Game developers looking
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for a guide and checklist on how to get their game finished to the highest possible standards. They will know how to write a game,
and get it released, but not necessarily how to make it shine. They will be professional developers, indies, university students and
graduates.
THE OFFICIAL GAMESALAD GUIDE TO GAME DEVELOPMENT teaches readers how to make their own games with the simple,
powerful, drag-and-drop GameSalad Creator software. Using techniques based on key game development concepts, current
trends, and established best practices, readers will be able to use GameSalad Creator from concept to prototype--and beyond.
The text's wide-ranging coverage encompasses desktop, mobile, online, social, and serious games--as well as key platforms such
as iOS, Android, Mac, Windows, and HTML 5. This reader-friendly, highly visual guide is equally suited for formal game
development courses and self-paced learning--with a balance of depth and detail that is ideal for both professionals and those
working on their first game. Basic tutorials and terminology are available in the book's Appendix. GameSalad has also provided
manuals, templates, and a Cookbook containing video tutorials at http://gamesalad.com/manuals and
http://cookbook.gamesalad.com. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Game Development Essentials: An Introduction, 2nd Edition offers a thorough and insightful introduction to the game development
industry, with industry updates that will keep readers current and well-prepared for a career in the field. The book begins with a
highly informative chapter on the evolution of game development, providing a historical context for later chapters, and moves on to
examine content creation and the concepts behind the development of story, character, environment, level design, user interface,
and sound. With the same engaging writing style and examples that made the first edition so popular, this new edition features
expanded coverage of today's hottest topics - such as next-generation platforms (Xbox 360, PS3, and Wii), level design, interface
design, project management, serious games, game accessibility, and online social networks. New game-related technology,
development techniques, and the latest research in the field make this an invaluable resource for anyone entering the exciting,
competitive, ever-changing world of game development.
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